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PE conductor clamp - Ground terminal block 23,5mm
651S/15

Kleinhuis
651S/15
4011126029499 EAN/GTIN

7,51 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

PE conductor terminal 651S/15 Design of electrical connection 1 screw connection, Design of electrical connection 2 screw connections, connection position on the side,
number of clamping points per level 15, mounting type DIN rail TH35, material of the insulating body other, width/grid dimension 23.5mm, height with lowest mounting type
33mm, Length 98mm, color green/yellow, zero and protective conductor terminal for snapping onto 35mm mounting rail DIN EN 60 715 Insulating part made of polyamide,
halogen-free
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